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Waltham Forest Mini-Holland/Villagisation Project – Walk-about, 13 October 2017 

Cautionary Note:  This Walk-about was organized for London Living Streets participants. These 

informal notes were made by Robert Molteno, LLS Secretary, and must not be treated as a 

necessarily correct or comprehensive record of what we learned. 

What this Area-wide Project intends to achieve: 

For the benefit of all types of road users and local residents –  

 Encouraging mode shift for short trips to walking and cycling;  

 Making residential neighbourhoods quieter, greener, safer, cleaner air, and more pleasant 

locations;   

 Eliminating motor vehicle rat-running from these neighbourhoods;  

 Benefitting all residents -- car owners and non-car owners by transforming the streets 

where they live;  

 Transforming local town centres, and so, hopefully, the prospects of their local businesses; 

 Reducing collisions and casualties, and improving health;  

 Benefitting small businesses by increasing footfall.   

 Adjusting to rising population (this borough expects at 25% increase in residents as a result 

of new housing developments in next decade or two). 

Area covered by the Project : In less affluent southern part of the Borough south of North Circular 

that divides Chingford in the North from rest of borough to the  South. Project embraces residential 

neighbourhoods roughly within a radius of one mile of Walthamstowe Central Town Centre, and a 

couple of lesser local town centres – Leyton etc. It embraces something between one-quarter and a 

half of the entire borough. 

How much of the Project area has already been transformed:  About two-thirds.  It aims to be 

completed by early 2019. 

Cost: About £45 million over some 3 to 4 years. Of this £27million came from TfL’s Mini-Holland 

Programme; and another £18 million from Section 106 funds (paid by developers);  Network Rail (it 

paid for 2 modal filters on bridges over its railway because it saved money by not having to engage 

in very costly bridge strengthening engineering), other pots of money. (CIL Funds also?) 

Major new Cycling infrastructure: Much of this still to be, or being, constructed – especially 

segregated cycle paths running East-West along Lea Bridge Road, and part of a longer route from 

Hackney towards Redbridge. This involves completely redoing several major junctions. 
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Main Measures introduced:  

 Systematic Filtered Permeability/Modal filters in 4 big residential areas:  These are  

designed so that householders who have cars can still get to and fro from their homes, but 

rat-running drivers cannot go through quiet residential neighbourhoods in order to short-

circuit main road arteries. These measures in Waltham Forest sometimes called 

‘Villagisation’ –with 3 foci: Blackhorse Village, Walthamstow Village, and Markhouse Village 

(latter not yet introduced because a passionate car-driving minority still to be won over).  

Modal filters take all sorts of forms – big solid wooden posts; wooden seating; elegant 

steel upright posts (which emergency services can lower via a key); cycle hoops (which also, 

of course, double as short-duration cycle parking facilities).  Also planters and/or flower 

beds. Modal filters often accompanied by removal of the much disliked, older generation 

speed humps (these being replaced by sinusoidal humps).  They allow pedestrian and cyclists 

through, but not motor vehicles. 

Important that not all roads in a locality, of course, are filtered; merely a sufficient number. 

of roads to transform the area without exciting residents’ fears (especially of car owners) 

that they won’t continue to be able easily to access their homes. 

 Greening measures to enhance these residential areas: We saw various examples: a pocket 

park on one street corner with a couple of trees, seating, bollard in order to prevent drivers 

using it as a car park.  Lots of planters (and some ground-level flower beds); a ‘rain garden’ 

all along one side of a (new?) primary school. Where necessary, planters are protected by 

horizontal wooden planks to prevent cars parking on them. Tree planting (one example was 

at end of the lawn along length of an apartment block (social housing) – turning the street 

into a future avenue. Seating: usually substantial wooden cubes. 

 Cycling Infrastructure: Cycle Tracks sometimes fully segregated.  Sometimes via stepped 

cycle tracks (ie at higher level than motor vehicle carriageway; but at same level as 

pedestrian pavement, but clearly differentiated from.  Sometimes only lightly segregated 

via armadillos (that come in two forms) – we didn’t walk along any roads where we saw 

instances of these armadillos being used.  Something like half of the TfL grant being spent on 

the longest and most segregated Lea Bridge cycle path, in part because it involves several 

junction re-designs. 

Widespread installation of secure, rain-proof cycle storage facilities for rent on both 

residential streets and at big public transport interchanges (railway stations and 

Walthamstow bus station). The cycle hangars on residential streets are because, even in 

houses (as opposed to multi-storey apartment blocks), it is usually not possible for 

householders to take their bikes indoors; on-street cycle hangars also mean parking one’s 

bike is as convenient as for car drivers.  These cycle storage facilities located on the 

carriageway.  So far 150 have been installed; another 100 still to come. This is a significant 

intervention to facilitate local residents switching to cycling mode for local (e.g. shopping, or  

getting to school) trips. The rental cost is £20 to £25 a year (much cheaper than a resident’s 
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car parking permit); but high enough to make installation and maintenance of the hangers a 

zero-cost expenditure for the Council. 

At Walthamstowe Station, we inspected its large Cycle Park and Go storage sheds for 

commuters switching to public transport.  Well lit. Glass walls so users do not feel vulnerable 

when inside. Takes 80 bikes.  Filled up immediately; so a 2nd one now installed. Cost £25 a 

year.  6 of them being installed. 

We also a Brompton Dock (one of several) next door to the Walthamstow station cycle hub, 

which is another low-cost way to access bikes via transport interchanges. 

Contra-flow cycling on otherwise one-way roads: Allowing Contra-flow cycling is becoming 

Council policy and are becoming ubiquitous in this borough.  

Complimentary soft measures – Cycle training; cycle maintenance classes; new on-line 

mapping system; improved wayfinding. 

Bus stop treatments on roads where segregated cycle tracks installed: Take various forms –  

Bus stop boarders (bus users step across the cycle track with pedestrian right of way, I 

think); Bus stop islands; Bus Stop bypasses (floating bus stops) – I may be slightly confused 

here. 

 Pavement transformation:  Wider pavements. Sometimes with greening measures along 

them (e.g. NOx absorbing paving stones; also new tree planting).  At intersections of side 

roads with bigger roads (e.g. Blackhorse Road), Copenhagen-style ‘straight across’ 

pavement continuations at intersections – getting on for 100 of these being built. These 

have differentiated carriageway paving treatment in order to alert drivers.  Also important 

that they have tight or ‘bracketed’ carriageway treatments  -- ie almost right-angled, rather 

than rounded curb treatments, at intersections in order to slow vehicle drivers down as they 

cross pavements to enter or leave side roads. Would be better to have elevated or ramp 

pavement treatments at each intersection. (This latter measure seemed to be rather 

uncertainly implemented).  

 Serious big Junction re-developments:  Straight across crossings for pedestrians; ‘Green 

Scramble’ signalisation -- ie an All Green phase on all arms of a crossing and for both 

pedestrians and cyclists simultaneously (if I understood this correctly).   

 Crossings at locations other than junctions: Several new ‘Tiger’ Crossings – like a Zebra 

crossing, but much wider, and for both Cyclists and Pedestrians, they having right of way 

over motor traffic. About 10 such crossings installed. They have a raised level. Have proved 

uncontentious, but are a bit more costly than a Zebra crossing (but cheaper than signalised 

crossings). 

 Pedestrianisation --  a tiny injection of: Walthamstowe already famous for having the 

longest, totally pedestrianised street market in London. An extraordinary site. And seriously 

low prices. And wonderful stalls of fruit and vegetables! 
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Orford Road pedestrianisation: About 100 yards long (perhaps slightly longer).  Huge 

widening of pavements on both sides. Shops and coffee houses etc spill their seating out. 

Closed to all traffic between 10 am and 10pm, except for the local bus that periodically 

chugs up the single lane carriageway. An extraordinary ambience. We saw 3 mothers with 

buggies strolling down it side by side. 

Delivery of the Project – Key things to bear in mind: 

 Engagement with the community: Essential because the purposes of these transformations 

are new to people. It has to be actively explained to all residents, businesses, travellers 

(regardless of mode) how they will benefit. Waltham Council took very seriously. Endless 

leafleting; Council staff talking to every single shopkeeper along any road being changed. 

Probably 10% of total spend went on engagement. This borough brought in skilled outside 

staff to do effective community engagement. 

 Working together of Councillors, Council Staff, and Community:  Although the majority 

party introduced the Project, it was also voted for by the minority party, despite some more  

affluent residents and constituents having serious reservations.  

Waltham Forest local campaigners for this transformation built good relations with Cllrs and 

Officers and a reputation for being technically well informed and competent; practical and 

constructive; able to help deliver residents’ participation (essential, in particular, re planters 

– Council cannot afford to be responsible for planting and maintaining Planters; so a few 

actively committed residents on each street with planters needed to be built up). 

 Council has key strategic decisions to make: whether to do it with entirely in-house staff 

(but with additional staff recruited for duration of project); or to put out to consultants and 

companies; or a mix of these 2 routes.  Engaging leading residents/campaigners who often 

have huge local knowledge of particular streets; seriously visionary and innovative ideas for 

measures needed to realize the project’s full potential – this has to be in the process of 

designing possible measures (ie long before the formal Consultation stage). 

Key ingredients of this ambitious Area-Wide Public Realm transformation Project:   

 Money – but it is a one-off expenditure with little or no ongoing recurrent expenditure 

knock-ons;  

 Political will and commitment: Councillors need to understand what can be achieved, and 

be willing to help engage residents so that they can understand the benefits too. 

 Officers who have a ‘can do’ attitude and understanding of both the range of benefits such 

area-wide public realm transformations can deliver, and the nitty-gritty infrastructure 

devices that help deliver it. 

 Network of active local residents – who help in the engagement process, in developing 

specific ideas for particular locations etc. 
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Benefits (some unanticipated) of the Project  

 Residents meeting one another and getting involved in their street and taking 

responsibility: Around planters, notably.  But brings people living on the same street into 

new contact with one another.  Play Streets have further strengthened this; the Council 

making it easier and cheaper for once a month road closures where local residents have 

requested it for this purpose. 

 Improved Vehicle Driver behaviour:  Already very marked.  

 Giving Residential neighbourhoods a much quieter feel: we were amazed at how peaceful 

these streets were. 

 Social Justice/Social Inclusion:  Since on many streets, at least half of householders do not 

own a car, these measures transforming the public realm function to serve their needs and 

interests, rather than roads continuing to be seen as almost exclusively for the benefit of car 

drivers. 

Other Points: 

 The 3 Emergency Services have not encountered difficulties with the Project:  Ambulance 

Service, the Police and the Fire Brigade all supported it. In practice, have not found it 

necessary to use their keys or (in the case of Fire Engines) felt need to bulldoze their way 

through modal filters. But the Police, for example, do not have up-to-date Satnav facilities; 

and only know about where modal filters are located as a result of accumulated local 

knowledge on the part of Officers. On the other hand, the Fire Brigade actually reports 

improved response times.  RE the Ambulance Service,  as the no. of collisions and so road 

casualties, drop;  and people remain healthier as a result of using Active Travel modes 

(walking and cycling) for short journeys more, the  burden on the NHS should gradually fall. 


